








Report on the activities of geological and paleomagnetic surveys
in the regions of Lu¨tzow-Holm Bay, Prince Olav Coast and
western Enderby Land during JARE-.0
Yoichi Motoyoshi+, Yoshikuni Hiroi,, M. Satish-Kumar-, Shin-ichi Kagashima.,
Yoshimitsu Suda/0 and Naoto Ishikawa0
1,**/2 +,3 ,0456; ,**02 +3 ,*4578
Abstract: The .0th Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE-.0) conducted
ﬁeld operations on geological and paleomagnatic studies in the regions of Lu¨tzow-
Holm Bay, Prince Olav Coast and western Enderby Land during December +1, ,**.
through February +1, ,**/, under a part of the SEAL II (Structure and Evolution of
East Antarctic Lithosphere II) project. A small helicopter was used to support ﬁeld
parties during the summer operations conducted by JARE-.0. This report summa-
rizes preparations for ﬁeld operations and activities of the geological and paleo-
magnetic team, and points out some problems for the future planning.
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Table ,. Summary of ﬁeld activities.
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Table 0. Summary of ﬁeld activities in western Enderby Land.
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Fig. ,. Surveyed area around Molodezhnaya Station in western Enderby Land.
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Fig. -. Surveyed area around Casey Bay and inland region in western Enderby Land. Solid
circles: Outcrops where SHIRASE’s helicopters landed. Broken circles: Outcrops where
SHIRASE’s helicopter could not land. W/Q: Approximate direction where SHIRASE
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Fig. .. Landing points and the GPS positions on Mission + in Fig. -.
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Fig. /. Landing points and the GPS positions on Missions , and - in Fig. -.
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